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Abstract—The onset of queuing upstream of an Incident site is
marked by a reduction in discharge flow. Additional delays are
expected when a speed reduction caused by the queue and rubbernecking provokes additional secondary incidents. The growing
number of secondary incidents on freeways compels the development of models to estimate the delay under the extended time
required to clear congestion. We need a new indicator that represents the capacity reduction due to both primary and secondary
incidents. In this paper, secondary incident delay is described in
a geometric surface area with explicit formulations considering
gap/overlap between occurrence and clearance of the primary
and secondary incidents. The estimation of capacity reduction
is consolidated when a secondary incident occurs. A stochastic
extension of a secondary incident delay model provides real-time
prediction of delay by considering the dynamic characteristics of
the network. The first response unit and a secondary response unit
arrival times are considered to obtain location-specific incident
duration, which is one of the input parameters for the estimation
of capacity reduction. Empirical evidence shows the significant
impact of secondary incidents on capacity reduction on freeway
segments. Results indicate higher or lower capacity reduction
depending on different types (i.e., time series) of the secondary
incident occurrences. Without consideration of the time series of
incident occurrences, the capacity adjustments of Highway Capacity Manual are either underestimated or overestimated. When
real-time information is updated, the proposed model can be easily
re-run to estimate the total delay in the system.
Index Terms—Capacity reduction, secondary incident, stochastic total delay, incident duration, real-time delay estimation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

OAD congestion remains a problem in most cities around
the world. During congested traffic operations, every additional vehicle imposes delay on drivers upstream, resulting in
economic loss. Almost half of the congestion is caused by nonrecurring events, creating bottlenecks when demand exceeds
capacity. The consequent speed-reduction and rubbernecking
provoke additional secondary incidents [1]–[3]. Approximately
20 percent of incidents are secondary incidents [4], and the
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growing number of vehicles has increased the frequency of
secondary incidents on freeways [5].
Advancements in communication technologies has enabled
emergency operators to control response vehicles flexibly [6].
Incident management systems reduce the impact of incidents
and return the freeway to normal [7]. To evaluate the efficiency
and effectiveness of the clearance of incidents, traffic delay is
used to indicate the impacts of incidents and the benefit of emergency response [8]. Accurate estimation of incident-induced
delay helps traffic operators efficiently manage emergency response units. Highway capacity, an input to delay estimation, is an
important factor of the reliability of the transportation system[9].
A realized capacity reduction, occurring after a secondary
incident, is different from the capacity reduction estimated from
the traditional models. Because a freeway segment degrades from
incident-free state to primary-incident state when a primary incident occurs, and to degrade further to secondary-incident state
when a secondary incident occurs[10], capacity at the secondary
incident location is bounded by the maximum discharge flow
rate. A moving bottleneck explains the capacity-drop caused by a
backward-moving shockwave from the primary incident location
that imposes speed and discharge flow reduction at a secondary
incident site upstream. Because of the dependency between primary and secondary incidents, realized capacity is lower than it
would be, if primary and secondary incidents were considered
independent. Therefore, applying the delay models in the
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) might result in an underestimation or overestimation of total delay. This paper estimates
the capacity reduction caused by the primary and secondary
incidents that are more severe than independent incidents.
Different locations in a network are vulnerable to different
types of incidents [11]. It is encouraged to consider the geometry and the driving characteristics between regions and facilities
[12]. Each freeway segment has an incident duration unique to
its location due to the efficiency of the response and clearance
operations of the responding agencies [13]. This paper enhances
the authors’ previous work [14] by considering the stochastic
attributes of input parameters in dynamic traffic networks with
the following accomplishments:
• A variable is introduced to represent the magnitude of
capacity reduction over time. A deterministic secondary
incident delay model (SIDM) is mathematically formulated to estimate the reduced capacity considering the
occurrence and clearance of the primary and secondary
incidents.
• A stochastic extension of the deterministic model (SSIDM)
is formulated to relax the duration of the primary and
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• Traffic flow rate q, the arrival rate of vehicles during an incident until the capacity is restored to its normal condition.
We assume that a primary incident ends at time tep , and its
secondary incident begins at time tbs . The triangle areas (i.e.,
AQP and QT U ) represent the delay caused by the primary
incident and the secondary incident, if the incidents are treated
as independent incidents. However, the duration of the primary
incident could be extended if a secondary incident occurs [20].
Therefore, the total delay is underestimated if the two incidents
are treated independently. Instead, the total delay is the significantly larger triangle AT C [21], with the extended recovery
time (rr ) and is mathematically formulated in Eq. (1):
delay = (rp + rs )2

Fig. 1. Basic deterministic queuing diagram of incident delay.

secondary incidents and the reduced capacity. The efficiency of the first and second response units are used in
describing incident duration for each location.
• A case study compares the SIDM, SSIDM and the capacity model from HCM. Travel time from vehicle probe data
is used to validate the proposed delay models.
The remainder of this paper is organized in five sections. The
next section will review previous studies that deal with estimation of incident delay. Section III will provide the readers with
the deterministic SIDM, and then, its stochastic extensions.
Section IV will present the significant impact of secondary
incidents observed from the data. Section V will show an
observation of the impact of secondary incidents compared to
independent incidents, and will present results of the validation
of the proposed capacity reduction model. Section VI will end
with a discussion and future studies.
II. P REVIOUS I NCIDENT D ELAY M ODELS
Several efforts have been made to estimate incident-induced
delay on freeway networks using reduced capacity. These
methods include data-driven models [15], [16]; dynamic traffic
assignment models [17]; and analytical link models [18], [19].
However, it is difficult to quantify an incident’s impact on
drivers at different locations. As a result, secondary incidents
in delay calculation have not been thoroughly analyzed.
HCM approximates delay using a queuing model based on
the cumulative vehicle arrivals, departures, and the remaining
proportion of the capacity after an incident (Fig. 1). The approximation requires reviewing the expected traffic demand and
comparing it with the capacity reduction. The total delay caused
by a primary-secondary incident pair can be estimated by using
the following parameters:

(s − s1 )(q − s1 )
.
2(s − q)

(1)

Eq. (1) has two deficiencies. First, the HCM does not provide
the loss of capacity in time series of incident occurrences.
Specifically, the example described in Fig. 1 is a rare case
because neither gap, nor overlap, between the two incidents
exists. Usually, a secondary incident occurs before the primary
incident is cleared (overlap), or after a primary is cleared but
before the traffic conditions are fully recovered (gap).
The traditional queuing concept leads to an underestimation
of the total delay when the duration of two interrelated incidents
overlap; or leads to an overestimation of the total delay when
there is a gap. This study introduces a delay estimation method
that allows for adjusting the capacity estimates to account for a
gap and overlap between the primary-secondary incident pairs.
Second, the HCM models are deterministic and cannot be applied in real time because input parameters must be known [22].
The response efficiency has a direct influence on the response
and clearance of the secondary incidents. This study extends the
deterministic delay model to a stochastic model to capture the
uncertainty in parameters. For secondary incident cases, traffic
management agencies can use our proposed method to estimate
the incident-induced delay more accurately than HCM models.
Our formulation will be introduced in the next section.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The following assumptions are made in this study.
• We exclude cases in which a secondary incident is cleared
before its primary incident is cleared.
• To minimize the impact of distance between two incidents, secondary incidents caused by primary incident at
a different zone are excluded.
A. Deterministic SIDM

Based on a related study [14], we formulate SIDM to estimate the reduced discharge flow by considering the primary and
• Incident duration (primary: rp = tep − tbp , secondary: secondary incidents pairs. We introduce rps as the gap/overlap
rs = tes − tbs ), the time between incident detection and between the beginning of the secondary incident and the end of
clearance.
the clearance stage of the primary incident. From the two types
• Reduced capacity s1 depending on the severity (e.g., num- of primary-secondary incident pairs Fig. 2(a) and (b), we draw
ber of lanes closed); normal capacity s during recovery time. the consolidated area A B  C  (Fig. 2(c)).
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Fig. 2. Proposed incident delay model considering secondary incidents occurred in (a) the clearance stage of primary incidents with an overlap, (b) the recovery
stage of primary incidents with a gap, and (c) new discharge flow s3 .

For a primary incident, the time tp of congestion clearance
(including recovery time) is expressed as a function of the
queue formed during primary incident duration:
tp = rp

s − s1
.
s−q

(2)

When a secondary incident occurs during the clearance stage
of a primary incident with an overlap (Type 2), the recovery time
is extended because the queue is not dissipated. The congestion
clearance ts for the secondary incident is expressed as follows:
ts (T ype 2) =

rp (s − s1 ) + rs (s − s2 )
.
s−q

delay = (rp + rs − rps )2
(3)
= (rp )2

On the contrary, when a secondary incident occurs during
the recovery stage of a primary incident with a gap (Type 1),
the dissipated queue is deducted from the clearance of Eq. (3):
ts (T ype 1) =

rp (s − s1 ) − rps (s − q) + rs (s − s2 )
.
s−q

of Fig. 2(c). A consolidated area, Fig. 2(c) represents the
proportion of capacity blocked by the incident, regardless of
gap/overlap type. A single value of reduced-capacity provides
simpler representation of total delay caused by two incidents
without listing all of the parameters and equations.
Therefore, triangle A B  C  of Fig. 2(c) represents the total
delay caused by a primary-secondary incident pair. Assuming a
constant arrival rate q of traffic for all incidents, the total delay
of Fig. 2(c) (Type 2) can be calculated as follows:

(4)

The total delay caused by the queue remaining from the
primary incident, and queue formed from a secondary incident,
is shown in the gray areas in the Fig. 2(a) and (b). The queue
upstream of the secondary incident will dissipate to free flow
after the secondary incident is fully cleared. The gray areas of
Fig. 2(a) and (b) can be re-expressed as the triangle A B  C 

(s − s3 )(q − s3 )
2(s − q)

(s − s1 )(q − s1 )
2(s − q)

+ rs (q − s2 )

rp (s − s1 ) + rs (s − s2 )
.
2(s − q)

(5)

This study defines the impact of a new discharge flow s3 as
a function of the primary incident discharge flow s1 and the
secondary incident discharge flow s2 and other variables s, q,
rp , rs , and rps . We derive a quadratic equation from Eq. (5) by:
(rp +rs −rps )2 (s−s3 )(q−s3 )−(rp )2 (s−s1 )(q−s1 )
− rs (q − s2 ) {rp (s − s1 ) + rs (s − s2 )} = 0. (6)
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Dividing the quadratic equation by (rp + rs − rps )2 and
completing the square results in:
s23 − s3 (s + q) + sq −
−

(rp )2 (s − s1 )(q − s1 )
(rp + rs − rps )2

(rs )(q − s2 ) {rp (s − s1 ) + rs (s − s2 )}
= 0. (7)
(rp + rs − rps )2

Isolating s3 gives the solutions to the quadratic equation:
√
B 2 − 4AC
B
s3 = −
−
2A
2A
A =1
B =s + q

(rp )2 (s − s1 )(q − s1 )
C = sq −
(rp + rs − rps )2

(rs )(q−s2 ){rp (s− s1 )−rps (s−q)+rs (s−s2 )}
−
.
(rp +rs −rps )2
(8)
B. Stochastic SIDM
The secondary incident delay model in Section III-A assumes
that all of the parameters are known with certainty. For example, traffic demand (q), incident duration (r), capacity (s)
and, reduced capacity (s1 , s2 , s3 ) are assumed to be known.
However, in real-time operations, this information could be
obtained through incident responders or data collection over
time, which result in different estimations or realizations of
these parameters. To address the case when r, s1 , s2 , and s3
are not known with certainty, we propose a stochastic extension
of SIDM (i.e., SSIDM). In the stochastic extension, capacity
reduction due to the primary and secondary incidents, and the
incident duration are considered as random. Variables that have
relatively smaller variability e.g., q and s, are assumed to be
constant.
We integrate Eq. (8) with the probability density function
(PDF) of capacity reduction and the incident duration (see
stochastic form of the delay model [23]). The stochastic SIDM
is expected to estimate greater total delay because it considers
the uncertainty of incident duration and reduced capacity. The
first step is to relax the primary incident duration rp ∼ f (rp )
and integrate the deterministic version Eq. (4) with the PDF,
assuming that other variables are constant. Let r̄p be the mean
and σrp be the standard deviation of the primary incident
duration. The expected total incident-induced delay (TD) is:
E [TD(t, rp | rs , s3 )]
q
=
0

(s−s3 )(q−s3 )
=

r̄p2 +σr2p +2r̄p (rs −rps )+(rs −rps )2
2(s−q)

E [TD(t, rp , rs | s3 )]


2
= r̄p2 + σr2p + r̄s2 + σr2s − 2rps (r̄p + r̄s ) + 2r̄p r̄s + rps
×

(s − s3 )(q − s3 )
.
2(s − q)

(10)

The third step is to relax the reduced discharge flow s3 ∼
f (s3 ) and integrate the deterministic version Eq. (10) with the
probability density function, assuming that the other variables
are constant. The expected TD is:
E [TD(t, rp , rs , s3 )]


2
= r̄p2 + σr2p + r̄s2 + σr2s − 2rps (r̄p + r̄s ) + 2r̄p r̄s + rps
 2

s̄3 + σs23 − s̄3 (s + q) + sq
×
.
(11)
2(s − q)
To make the sum of different distributions possible, we assume that a new variable s̄3 does not follow any specific distribution. Methodologies for approximating the sum of difference
in variables are available in the literature [24].
C. Location-Dependent Estimation of Incident Duration
Among the various approaches for estimating incident duration [13], we focus on an explicit function based on response
efficiency at each location to capture location-specific patterns
(e.g., our model can fit into a severity-dependent model based
on the data). Assuming a lognormal distribution ([22], [23]) we
define an expected incident duration with mean and variance.
Arrivals of the secondary response units depend on whether
the server is busy responding to a prior incident. The response
efficiency is an explanatory variable describing the coordination
of the first and the second response. If the first response unit
(e.g., local police) is insufficient to clear the incident, clearance
duration is extended until a second or greater response-unit
e.g., Coordinated Highways Action Response Team (CHART)
vehicle arrives [3]. The response delay, i.e. the time between
when the second response units were notified and when they
arrived, is considered in the estimation of incident duration with
the following parameters:
• xi : average response time at location i.
• y i : average clearance time at location i.
• ω i : coefficient for response delay type at location i.
y i is multiplied by ωi to represent the magnitude of secondary response delay for each incident location i. Therefore,
the incident duration ri at each location i is:

(s − s3 )(q − s3 )(rp + rs − rps )2
f (rp )drp
2(s − q)


The second step is to relax the secondary incident duration
rs ∼ f (rs ) and integrate the deterministic version Eq. (9) with
the PDF. The expected TD is:

ri = xi + ω i · y i .


.
(9)

(12)

The means and variation of incident duration at location i
will be analyzed. The variance in the explanatory parameter, ω i ,
is partitioned based on the source of variation. Our hypothesis
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Fig. 3. Westbound I-695 Corridor (Exit 22–25).

is that the time to clear the incident will be significantly longer
when the arrival of CHART vehicle or Fireboard are delayed
(i.e., 1 < ω i ). On the contrary, the time to clear the incident will
be minimized, when the arrival of emergency units is quicker
(i.e., 0 < ω i ≤ 1). ri is used to estimate the duration of primary
incidents rpi and secondary incidents rsi with their standard
deviations (σri p , σri s ) for each location.

TABLE I
S TATISTICAL A NALYSIS OF I NCIDENT D URATION

IV. E MPIRICAL A NALYSIS OF S ECONDARY I NCIDENTS
After emergency response units clear the primary incident,
closed lanes are re-opened, and traffic conditions recover to
free-flow. The secondary incident, occurring within the vehicle
queue caused by the primary incident, gives rise to additional
shoulder and/or main lane closure. If a queue, caused by a
primary incident upstream of the secondary-incident site, has
not been fully dissipated when the secondary-incident recovery
starts, the traffic recovery will be disturbed. Because of the
disturbance of departure at the secondary incident site, the
impact on the road is expressed as a drop in discharge flow rate.
The reduction in the flow arrival downstream is not observed in
this study.
A. Data Description
Data from I-695, a beltway extending around Baltimore,
Maryland, USA, is analyzed. I-695 is a 51-mile segment, with
40 exits, and intersects with other freeways (e.g. I-97, I-70,
I-83, etc.). The identification of the primary-secondary incident
pairs is based on a previous study [3]. 206 primary-secondary
incident pairs were identified from January 2012 to August
2013. We analyze independent, primary, and secondary incidents upstream and downstream of Exit 23 (see Fig. 3). The
incidents shorter than 1 minute, longer than 2 hours, or having
no valid data were regarded as outliers, and were excluded.
Fig. 3 is a stretch of the selected freeway segment extending
from exit 25 to exit 22 on I-695 in Maryland, USA. The
westbound direction has three main lanes, with a two-lane exit
ramp at X0 and X1 . The exit ramp is enough far apart from the
nearest upstream on-ramp that weaving is disregarded inside
the zone. Without an on-ramp, the common bottleneck from
recurring congestion does not occur. Instead, incidents occurring up to 0.5 miles upstream of this site are the main cause of
congestion.
Each lane has inductive loop detectors to measure vehicle
counts, speed, and occupancy: e.g., X0 station has ID: 3207 and

X1 station has ID: 3223. The regional integrated transportation
information system provided the travel time, the station speed,
the volume-weighted average of detected speeds, and the extrapolated station volume if only a few of the detectors returned
data. Missing data were replaced with the average speed of the
upstream and downstream detectors at the same time interval.
Table I shows the results of the duration parameters for the
primary and secondary incidents introduced in Eq. (12). Response time is quicker than response delay. The contribution of
response delay is higher for the secondary incidents (0.73–1.52)
than it is for the primary incidents (0.65–1.34). In general, the
time to clear a primary incident is longer than the time to clear
a secondary incident on I-695. However, the locations for this
study have a lower efficiency for responding to the secondary
incidents. A high standard deviation of the incident duration
against the mean value justifies the proposed stochastic delay
model in this study.
B. Two Types of Capacity Adjustment
Fig. 4 shows traffic upstream at X1 on weekdays from
January 2 to January 20, 2012. Five lanes of speed data are
averaged to create a zone speed. When an incident occurs, the
segment upstream of the incident site experiences a speed-drop
due to the queue formation. The speed observed in this segment
will depend on how far the incident is from the position in the
queue.
Two types of secondary incidents are presented over two
weeks of time horizon (only weekdays): Type 1 (e.g., January 6,
2012) is a secondary incident that occurred in the primaryincident recovery stage, at t = 6:14 PM, 11 minutes after the
primary incident was cleared. Discharge flows recovered partially at t = 18:00, but the curve reveals another speed drop
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We analyze the discharge flow ranging from the normal
traffic conditions to the non-recurring congestion at a certain
time on the same day of the week, e.g., Mondays, during the
month (e.g., 4–5 PM, January 12 and January 19, 2012). There
are significant discharge flow drops from both types of incidents
(i.e., Type 1 on January 20, 2012; Type 2 on January 19, 2012).
Compared to Type 2, a larger reduction of discharge flow is
observed in Type 1, from the case when a collision primary
incident and a minor secondary incident occurred. The capacity
reduction caused by a minor primary incident with a minor
secondary incident is higher than the capacity reduction caused
by independent incidents. Without lane blockage, a realized
capacity reduction due to the secondary incidents can be larger
than the capacity reduction due to the primary incidents.
The above analysis shows a need for the estimation of
different parameters for the capacity reduction from the secondary incidents. A different occurrence time of the secondary
incidents is also expected to have an impact on the capacity
reduction.
V. C ASE S TUDY
Fig. 4. Speed reduction due to different types of incidents (independent,
primary, and secondary incidents).

This section consists of preparing parameters that can be
used in the estimation of the total delay. The rate of discharge
flow drop is empirically analyzed under the impact of independent incidents and secondary incidents. The following example
illustrates the application of the model to a freeway segment.
A. Independent Incident Impact

Fig. 5. Flow-occupancy curve considering congestion caused by secondary
incidents (Zone 2).

due to the clearing of the secondary incident. The speed drop
(during recovery time) depends on how much time has elapsed
since the primary incident was cleared and the queue was
discharged. Type 2 (e.g., January 12, 2012) is a secondary
incident that occurred in the clearance stage, at t = 3:39 PM,
34 minutes after its primary incident occurred. These are speed
in a queue cause by discharge flow drop.
These two types of secondary incidents are mapped in Fig. 5.
As provided in the previous studies, occupancies of 17% or
less denote free flow traffic conditions, where flow = demand;
and occupancies greater than 17% roughly denote queues [25].
There is strong evidence that traffic operations on a freeway
can move from one normal branch of the curve (e.g., 4–5 PM,
January 20) to the incident condition (e.g., 4–5 PM, January 6)
without going all the way around the capacity point, when a
secondary incident occurs.

Before we go into the modeling, what comes first is the
empirical evidence linking independent incidents to a reduction
in capacity. Fig. 6(a) shows an input flow of 4,321 vph at X1 at
t = 9:24 (Dec. 8, 2012). Emergency response units blocked one
shoulder and three main lanes until the incident was partially
cleared at t = 9:35. Only one lane remained for vehicles to use
from t = 9:05 to t = 9:35. The dotted trend lines highlight a
reduction in discharge flow. Input flow at X1 diminished soon
thereafter, constrained by the arrival of the queue from the lane
blockage downstream. When the queue’s front passed over X1 ,
the flow began to increase. By about t = 9:38, flow at X1 rose
to a rate of 3237 vph.
The lower curve in Fig. 6(a) was constructed from the counts
at a location X0 downstream of the lane blockage. The figure
shows that the high rate of flow 4375 vph (averaged for a
35-minute period, 8:30–9:05) prevailed until the capacity drop at
t = 9:05. The discharge flow at this time dropped to an average
of 2720 vph, a 38% reduction from the preceding average
rate and the lowest rate observed during the peak. However,
the discharge flow recovered to 2840 vph from t = 9:09 to
t = 9:35, after emergency units finished their job. A visual
comparison of the two curves shows that the discharge flow was
slightly higher than the input flow during recovery.
Fig. 6(b) presents a time series of the occupancies that
accompanies the capacity drop. The occupancy was obtained
by measuring the percentage of time during which the detector
is “occupied” by vehicles across all freeway lanes. The figure
shows that the occupancy rose steadily from t = 9:24, when the
queue moved upstream.
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Fig. 6. Impact of an independent incident on (a) discharge flow drop and
(b) occupancy.
Fig. 7. Impact of a secondary incident on (a) discharge flow drop and
(b) occupancy.

B. Secondary Incident Impact
Fig. 7(a) shows two capacity drops due to the impact of incidents. The morning rush-hour discharge flow at X0 averaged
5660 vph. To clear a primary incident at upstream location at
t = 7:30, emergency response units periodically blocked traffic
on the shoulder and one lane. The capacity dropped to an average of 4521 vph, a 20% reduction from the preceding average
rate (5660 vph). The vertical displacement between the input
flow at X1 and the discharge flow at X0 are the vehicle accumulations (queuing) on the freeway segment. After the queue build
up downstream, there is noticeable increase in the occupancy
(see Fig. 7(b)). We can conclude that a capacity drop ultimately
occurred when the segment’s density reached a threshold, starting at t = 7:42, corresponding to the onset of queuing.
Before road conditions recovered to normal, a secondary incident at an upstream location occurred at t = 7:57 and dropped
the discharge flow to 3,020 vph. This is an approximately 47%
drop from the maximum capacity. This drop was caused not
only by the lane closures but also by distracted drivers (i.e.,
“gawking” or “rubber-necking effects”). The existing vehicles
could not cut through the queue because of the denser exit
queue. Since the drivers already have been in a queue from
the primary incidents, rubbernecking effects to the secondary
incidents more obviously cause slower speed. As a result, the
discharge flow rate diminishes. These rubbernecking effects

TABLE II
R ESULT OF C APACITY E STIMATION

result in the lowest capacity observed at this site. At t = 8:03,
the occupancy rose to 45% as a result of an existing queue
that had been formed since the primary incident occurred. From
t = 8:15 to t = 8:45, after the emergency response units cleared
the road, the discharge flow partially recovered to 4291 vph.
C. Results
For freeway capacity, 2300 pcphpln are suggested on multilane segments under free-flow (65 mph) conditions in the HCM
[12]. In our case, after the incident is removed, traffic flow
returns to normal, and the traffic dissipates at a rate of capacity.
A widely used basic diagram of traffic for flow-occupancy is
applied to estimate the capacity (already presented in Fig. 5
for an empirical analysis). We derived the traffic flow rate from
the 15 min observed volume and obtained the occupancy as a
dimensionless measure of density extracted by loop detectors
for a week before and a week after the incident. From the inverted “V” shape of the flow-occupancy relationship, we found
the critical point to estimate capacity for each zone (Table II).
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Fig. 8. Capacity difference between primary and secondary incidents.

For each zone, the capacity for each incident was averaged to
represent the zone.
For reduced capacity, the HCM [12] provides a method
to categorize the capacity of a road segment under incident
conditions. The number of opened lanes in the freeway section
and the incident severity are qualitative representations of the
roadway operating conditions. Furthermore, larger capacity
drop is presented with empirical data related with the secondary
incidents.
When an incident occurs, the sustained flow that can be
observed as the capacity of an active bottleneck can be differentiated from high flows that can occur in a roadway. A
primary incident associated with a secondary incident, or multiple secondary incidents, causes more speed reduction than
an independent incident when their severities are same. Also,
the definition of a secondary incident includes severe collisions
(e.g., resulting in injuries) that impose more speed reduction,
clearing activities, and rubbernecking than minor incidents
(e.g., disabled vehicles).
A case study shows a higher capacity reduction when secondary incidents occur, than when primary incident when the
same lane closures occur. Experiments were performed for
different types of incident occurrences depending on when the
secondary incidents occurred (Fig. 8). Each clearance period of
secondary incidents spanned the time from an initial formation
of the traffic queue to the extension, depending on the type
of scenario: overlap scenario or gap scenario. Type 1 incidents have gaps ranging from 1 min to 57 min and Type 2
incidents have overlaps range from 1 min to 71 min. Type 2
incidents count on the un-recovered queue generated by a
primary incident, and incidents with overlapping shorter than
10 minutes result in more capacity reduction after secondary
incidents. However, secondary incidents starting and ending
before clearance of primary incident have less capacity reduction than primary incident with the same condition (five cases).

Therefore, these cases are not considered in the estimation.
The queue generated by a primary incident is partially cleared,
therefore this type of incident generates less capacity reduction
as the gap increases.
The total delay for all vehicles influenced by the incidents
are estimated by using the proposed model. The delay models
SIDM and SSIDM were tested over 30 days. The outcomes
are summarized in Table III. The sixth and seventh column of
Table III present an observation of the reduced capacity due
to the primary and secondary incidents. The capacity of the
freeway section (s) was measured as the maximum of the
observed flow (q) at the downstream detector one week before
and after the incident. The HCM capacity adjustments for
incidents [12] are given in the next two columns with residual
capacity depending on the remaining number of lanes before
and after the incidents. Compared with the field observations,
the results from the HCM [12] show an underestimation for
the 3 lane-closure cases and an overestimation for the 1, 2, and
shoulder lane-closure cases.
Depending on the time when a secondary incident occurs,
we can observe a capacity drop due to additional queue formation, or a capacity recovery due to queue dissipation. In
general, a smaller consolidated-capacity (s3 ) is observed when
a secondary incident occurs much earlier than clearance of the
primary incident. For type 2 incidents, as a secondary incident
occurs earlier, more time passes without recovery from impact
of the primary incident, resulting in a greater reduction of capacity. This larger capacity reduction causes a higher estimation
of the total delay under the same lane-closure condition. This
is due to the existing impact of the primary incidents on the
road. By definition, a secondary incident always occurs under
the impacts of a primary incident. The proposed new capacity
values can be used to clearly describe incident-induced delay in
geometric surface area and to estimate the delay with a simple
calculation when a secondary incident occurs.
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TABLE III
D ETERMINISTIC E STIMATION OF T OTAL D ELAY FOR D IFFERENT T YPES OF S ECONDARY I NCIDENT O CCURRENCES

TABLE IV
S TOCHASTIC E STIMATION OF T OTAL D ELAY FOR D IFFERENT T YPES OF S ECONDARY I NCIDENT O CCURRENCES

The main purpose of the stochastic delay model is to accurately estimate the variation of the expected total delay ([22],
[23]). Table IV presents a validation of the distribution of the
proposed models compared to the observed delay from INRIX
travel time. The delay is calculated against the average speed
for segments whose speeds fall below average. For example, the

total expected delay by deterministic model (SIDM) in zone 1
with shoulder-shoulder primary-secondary incident is 277 veh
with a standard deviation of 197 veh. By using the same example, the total expected delay by the stochastic model (SSIDM) is
411 veh with a standard deviation of 270 veh. Compared to the
SSIDM, the SIDM significantly underestimates the observed
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distribution of 397 veh with a standard deviation of 259 veh.
The same pattern was observed for other cases with different
lane closure pattern at different locations. This is due to the
effect of the variability of the reduced capacity and incident
duration on the total delay. Ignoring the dynamic attributes will
lead to an underestimation of the actual delay variability.
However, due to the limitation of the data, the standard
deviation of incident duration and the total delay is high. Such
limitation can be improved with an adjustment of traffic update
from detectors. In the planning stage of delay estimation, the
proposed model can be applied. Once new data is available after
10 minutes, the quality of the mean and the standard deviation
of the new capacity value will increase so that more accurate
delay estimation is possible.
In incident management, ramp metering can be a solution
to minimize the impact of incidents. When the estimation of
the capacity reduction is high, we can reduce the input flow by
controlling the ramp flow to the road. The queue formations at
the incident site can be alleviated during clearance duration.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper accounts for uncertainties of traffic networks to
estimate the delay when secondary incidents occur. Overlaps
and gaps between the occurrence and the clearance time of the
primary incidents and secondary incidents generate different
magnitudes of capacity reduction. The traditional deterministic
queuing model was revised to include the impact of secondary
incidents with an observation of queue formation and dissipation. Empirical evidence shows that the occupancy correlates
with the additional capacity drop due to secondary incidents.
The first response unit and a secondary response unit arrival
times are considered to obtain location-specific incident duration. Compared to the HCM guidelines [12] that underestimates
or overestimates the impact of incidents, the proposed method
is more useful for traffic managers to accurately adjust capacity
reduction in terms of the proportion of original freeway capacity remaining while the incident is present.
In future studies, VISSIM simulation can be used to consider
the spatial characteristics of two incidents. We can consider
secondary incidents occurring at any time where ample
primary-secondary incident pairs are found. With enough data,
consideration of spatial characteristics of the primary and secondary incidents can be further studied. Advanced algorithms
for measurement of densities over extended-length freeway
segments can be used to identify the capacity drop regardless
of the location of incident.
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